
December 3, 2018 

 

Dear Friends of the Big Stone Health Care Foundation,  

 

The Foundation has a lot to be proud of this year in terms of successful events and funds raised.  

However what really comes to mind when I reflect on what the Foundation has accomplished is the 

relationships we’ve built along the way and the commitments we have made with funds raised.   

On the highlight reel in my head, I see the relationships play out:  laughing alongside Julie and Lee on 

KDIO as we broadcast into your mornings, learning from the veteran Gala committee of volunteers how 

important and legendary that event is, driving the wrong way down the fairway at the Oak Tree Classic 

on the mayor’s cart (oops!), coffee in the mornings at Fairway View full of laughter and stories, visiting 

offices of businesses as we have brainstormed unique forms of sponsorship & documenting beard 

growers support meetings. At the heart of all of this is many emotional and heartfelt meetings in my 

own office listening to your stories of loved ones and how you honor their memories with your gifts.  

These are the moments that touch our hearts and make our Foundation a success. 

How the Foundation appropriates the gifts given is equivalent to these relationships.  It is with your 

generosity this year we have aided staff, EMT’s, and paramedics in their ongoing education.   The 

Foundation continues to support our exceptional providers with their student debt so they can better 

concentrate on their practice and patients.  We also sponsor education events and projects that 

increase health awareness in our community and surrounding areas.  Additionally, we assist in 

equipment and out of budget purchases such as the Fairway View bus.  Lastly we continue to support 

recruitment efforts as we look forward to the future of Ortonville Area Health Services. 

And so, it is with appreciation for all our donors, volunteers, and friends who are helping the Foundation 

in our mission we say: Thank You.  Your dedication and commitment are inspiring.   

I ask you to continue on this worthy legacy you have helped cultivate with your generous support. 

Making an end of year donation to the Big Stone Health Care Foundation empowers us to continue on 

this mission of striving to provide quality, rural health care in our communities.   

I wish many blessings for you and your family this holiday season. 

 

Vanessa Lhotka-Meyer, Director 


